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About This Content

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.
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Title: Invisible Apartment 2
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Milan Kazarka, Jeroen van Oosten
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2016
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Fantastic DLC By a Fantastic Company

10\/10

Highly recomend. Another project Genome Osiris

two bit developers like this and STEAMs inability to Filter blatant cash grabs are whats going to kill Early Access as a funding
model

DO NOT BUY IT IS NO LONGER IN ACTIVE DEVELOPMENT
the scam artist\/s responsible: rumor is James Martin is trying this again with ANOTHER project. If I find name project\/game
will update review with it so more people don't get scammed by this guy.
James Martin - Main Developer\/Programmer\/User interface (aka mawhrin-ske)
Vincent Van Diemen - Producer\/Management consultant (Creator Nexus Jupitor incident)
Peter Hyder - Marketing and project co-ordination
Brian Purkiss - Website (PAmatches)
Daniel Schmelling - Skyboxes
John Harper - Writer
Jim and Annie Groth - Website
Mathias - Artwork\/3d modeller(Had worked on Deep space settlement)
Alexander - Graphics (Coder?)
Enry - Music
David - 3D Modeller
Unnamed "German friend" - Graphics
"Russian dude" Port over databases console?
General Manager of another game (StarMade) - Forums. An intriguing visual novel that has its unique favour.

Advantage:
(1) Very special story and touching ending.
(2) Great music.
(3) Movie-style performance

Disadvantages:
(1) The image graphic could be better, but acceptable.. This is a very charming RPG with a retro 16 bit style. The story and
character development is good and the environment is beautiful, extensive and fun to explore. You can skip battles if you prefer
to play through the story without fighting. The pacing is good and nothing feels unfair. Ther are a lot of side quests and extra
secrets to find so it doesn't get dull. Nearly every corner of the map has something in it and every NPC has different dialogue.
Also the dev replies almost instantly to bug reports. I'd recommend this one to anyone who likes RPGs and retro graphics.. To
clairify, you can listen to the soundtrack inside the game menue in "Extras". If you buy the soundtrack however, Steam will
download it into a file inside the game directory which you can then port inti iTunes (or whatever) and have it outside of the
game.. This is an old-school hidden object game that requires you to repeat a fixed number of screens multiple times but with
different lists of objects to find. As the number of objects you need to find increases per level, you need to vaguely remember
the layout of screens in order to keep up. If you are a fan of similar classics, then I recommend this game to you. If you want a
hidden object adventure, I recommend trying a different title.

There is a theme (a detective solving "cases"), but no real story. Personally, I prefer the older hidden object games that didn't
need to be held together with a thin (and often ludicrous) story line. Find a rubber duck, a crown, and 5 dinner forks makes a
wee bit of sense as a object-finding sleuth, but it makes no sense as a hero trying to defeat a pirate ghost or stop a mad scientist.
Let's just admit what were are doing doesn't make any narrative sense and move on.. Great car pack, plus a nice F1 trac Red
Bull track is super nice and you get a load of special events wich are lots of fun to beat...getting beter and beter.
Keep it up Kunos\ud83d\udc4d. Srsly i'm the 1st person to review this? Lul
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Seemed like a fun casual game so I bought it. It turned out to be a fun casual game. Only problem is, it's broken. Using a good
portion of weapons will cause horrible stuttering (no matter the machine you're running it on). Bug was reported almost a month
ago but wasn't fixed or even acknowledged by the devs, so no, I don't recommend this one to anyone in the current state.. I want
the summer event bikini! where is it!. Alright so I got this game because I was pretty sure it was safe to play infront of a little
kid. I thought it was going to be droll and expected the game to rely on it's "cuteness" instead of good gameplay. I WAS
WRONG. Seriously, this game is much more fun than i thought it would be. I'm loving it. It starts out being very easy and just
keeps getting a little harder after each board. It definitely feels a little like mario sometimes but the puzzles get much more
intelligent than the simple ones I dealt with as a kid. I'm 35 years old and I enjoy this game. I would recommend it if you are
looking for a no frills platformer. I give this a 7\/10.. This game is pretty fun, at first everything you do is taxing on your body,
HOWEVER that's what leveling up is for! You can level up certain stats that allow you to make certain chores easier on you,
such as holding items (which all have weight), chopping wood, fishing, farming, and also hunting! The game has some bugs
right now such as animals having superspeed quirks, but aside that minor issue the game is great even as an early access! It just
needs more content, which i'm sure they're already working on.

The game does a good job giving you a simple and fast tutorial using a small amount of text, which surprisingly explain all you
need to do. Plus these quests give you EXP so easy level up, and makes the journey early game easier.

I think the beginning quest for potato seeds should be changed however, I completed the quest once, but when i did my second
playthrough i literally spent a whole hour looking through cars looking for potato seeds. I had 7 carrot seeds and 8 turnip seeds
and had found no potato seeds within that hour. I think the quest should be changed to any seeds xD. Another game that failed
to properly deliver a horror story. Our objective is to pass through individual stages that require a 100% stealth play style
because otherwise our character will end up dead after a pointless run. Besides annoying, very loud audio jumpscares which
have the potential to damage your sense of hearing the only danger we have to face is the Phantaruk and our own clones. The
big guy is easy to trick by going underneath a desk and waiting a second but the duplicates are an absolute nightmare. Most of
them are passive or at least seem like it because a clone who didn't give a damn when you walked right underneath his nose can
all suddenly decide to attack you from the back 5 seconds later. Because of such nonsense I really regretted the fact that the
game doesn't have any guns in it. If it did I would really have to think over if I should aim it at the clones or my own head..
Game is awesome! There are still but's in the game. However overall it's fun to be chased after while trying to solve your
objective. Hope this game get's an update soon!. Summary:
A true hidden gem that really hits that turn based strategy\/rpg sweet spot. Gameplay that just gets better and deeper the further
you get. Decievingly simplistic in appearance, but offering a very good challenge and real thought and care in building an army.
This is an indie title that holds up the tradition of some giants in the console world such as Fire Emblem, Advance Wars, and
Final Fantasy Tactics.

Will Appeal To:
Anyone who enjoys meaty turn-based strategy along with RPG-like progression (similar to xcom or jagged-alliance-style
buildup of veteran units). If you like some challenge in your games, and a real chance to lose if you just charge in without
thought - this game is for you. If you enjoy gearing up your characters, picking who gets to wield that fancy new sword or staff
or suit of armor, to best compliment your characters sklls, this is for you. If you like to customize your chars stats on level-up,
this game is for you. It's even got some storyline to follow, and while it comes off as goofy at times, it's actually entertaining in
itself.

Why you should give it a try:
Honestly, it's shamefully underpublicized in my opinion. If you played the mobile games in the Kingturn series, this is by the
same developer. THAT SAID, this is NOT just a simple mobile port. EVERYTHING about the game has been improved - new
scenarios, much improved graphics and animations, tons of quality-of-life improvements, more items, etc. Really, this is so
much more than a re-tread - I LOVED the mobile Kingturn games, but I'm enjoying this desktop experience even more.

It's not expensive, and I've already sunk over 24hrs of playtime into it - plenty of campaign left to play! It is well worth the
money - give it a spin, and don't just play a single scenario or two - you'll notice your gameplay options and depth just increases
with each new challenge!. The game has yet nothing to offer. No Content.

It's a multiplayer only game without players...

Maximum price in my opinion: 0,10\u20ac. It's a mostly mindless casual way to burn some time. It would be a fine casual game
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if not for the fact that the game has totally crashed twice in a row on me after finishing the last level. Whatever is supposed to
go on, won't. It's a bit of a shame because the starting intro is voiced and I was looking forward to hearing what would go on. Oh
well.. Excellent speed run title!

Dev was on stream with us talking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and having fun. Highly recommended if you're a
fan of Super Meat Boy
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